
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of pricing /
inventory. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for pricing / inventory

Lead a team of cross platform Pricing and Inventory Analysts and also be the
expert on all things TV
Work with leadership to develop and manage Ad Sales Rate Cards across
brands from an operational and strategic perspective
Communicate & present complex data in a simple and easy-to-understand
manner
Develop and maintains effective relationships with both internal and external
partners across the organization
Gain experience in balancing sales goals with rigorous inventory and pricing
management goals
Support employees and business partners with diverse styles, abilities,
motivations, and/or cultural perspectives
Create and maintain digital advertising inventory and rates for the entire USA
TODAY Network, in support of both direct and programmatic sales channels
Track the delivery and monetization of all inventory, in order to produce
historical and future looking reporting
Assist in the management of the digital advertising rate card for National
Sales, setting rates for new ad products and adjusting rates for existing ad
products based on historical yield, demand, sell-through rates, and industry
trends
Define the optimal inventory levels based on healthiness criteria and set up
mechanisms to achieve these goals
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Assess the methodologies and processes used to develop and manage
models, identifying potential weaknesses and the associated materiality of
the risk
Leverage insights to influence Senior Management and drive business value
4+ years of experience in a broad range of data science and statistical
modeling methodologies
Demonstrated ability to explain novel and standard modeling methods, both
to fellow analysts and other colleagues
Experience managing model development projects and supporting analytical
models deployed within critical business processes
Strong influencing skills, which are applied effectively at all levels of an
organization and across multiple functions


